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MIGRATE DUFFEL 40L

arctic blue jet black sahara yellow

mossy green biwa lake blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3XVY
Name: Migrate Duffel 40L

Features: 900D heavy-duty TPU is easy to clean 
– hose it off when the trek is through Seamless
bottom bathtub construction prevents water from
entering the duffel if placed in a puddle Tote and
haul handles are connected using yoked webbing
system for maximum strength bearing Full-
access, wide-mouth opening #10 lockable main
zippers with reflective finger loop zipper pulls for
easy access when wearing gloves Pack straps
tuck away for protection if checked as luggage
Top, side, and end handles serve as tie-down
locations Front zippered pocket Folds flat for
compact storage Water repellent RPVB coating
was developed by harvesting windshield plastic
from landfills in Asia There’s up to 5L more
space, when you unbuckle the sides of the duffel
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 900D Poly Twill
2nd material: 1680D Ballistic Poly Recycled PVB 
Capacity: 39.5 L
Dimensions: 26 x 47 x 24 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.84

-

MIGRATE DUFFEL 60L

jet black arctic blue sahara yellow

mossy green biwa lake blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3XVX
Name: Migrate Duffel 60L

Features: 900D heavy-duty TPU is easy to clean 
– hose it off when the trek is through Seamless
bottom bathtub construction prevents water from
entering the duffel if placed in a puddle Tote and
haul handles are connected using yoked webbing
system for maximum strength bearing Full-
access, wide-mouth opening #10 lockable main
zippers with reflective finger loop zipper pulls for
easy access when wearing gloves Pack straps
tuck away for protection if checked as luggage
Top, side, and end handles serve as tie-down
locations Front zippered pocket Folds flat for
compact storage Water repellent RPVB coating
was developed by harvesting windshield plastic
from landfills in Asia There’s up to 5L more
space, when you unbuckle the sides of the duffel
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 900D Poly Twill
2nd material: 1680D Ballistic Poly Recycled PVB 
Capacity: 61 L
Dimensions: 29 x 59 x 28 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.02

-
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MIGRATE DUFFEL 90L

jet black arctic blue sahara yellow

mossy green biwa lake blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3XVW
Name: Migrate Duffel 90L

Features: 900D heavy-duty TPU is easy to clean 
– hose it off when the trek is through Seamless
bottom bathtub construction prevents water from
entering the duffel if placed in a puddle Tote and
haul handles are connected using yoked webbing
system for maximum strength bearing Full-
access, wide-mouth opening #10 lockable main
zippers with reflective finger loop zipper pulls for
easy access when wearing gloves Pack straps
tuck away for protection if checked as luggage
Top, side, and end handles serve as tie-down
locations Front zippered pocket Folds flat for
compact storage Water repellent RPVB coating
was developed by harvesting windshield plastic
from landfills in Asia There’s up to 5L more
space, when you unbuckle the sides of the duffel
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 900D Poly Twill
2nd material: 1680D Ballistic Poly Recycled PVB 
Capacity: 90 L
Dimensions: 34 x 65 x 31 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.36

-

MIGRATE WHEELED DUFFEL 110L

jet black arctic blue sahara yellow

mossy green biwa lake blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3XVZ
Name: Migrate Wheeled Duffel 110L

Features: 900D heavy-duty TPU is easy to clean 
– hose it off when the trek is through Seamless
bottom bathtub construction prevents water from
entering the duffel if placed in a puddle Tote and
haul handles are connected using yoked webbing
system for maximum strength bearing Full-
access, wide-mouth opening #10 lockable main
zippers with reflective finger loop zipper pulls for
easy access when wearing gloves Pack straps
tuck away for protection if checked as luggage
Top, side, and end handles serve as tie-down
locations Front zippered pocket Folds flat for
compact storage Water repellent RPVB coating
was developed by harvesting windshield plastic
from landfills in Asia Treaded wheels keep the
heavy load rolling with minimal effort Country of
origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 900D Poly Twill
2nd material: 1680D Ballistic Poly Recycled PVB 
Capacity: 109 L
Dimensions: 37 x 76 x 33 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 2.27

-
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MIGRATE WHEELED DUFFEL 130L

arctic blue jet black sahara yellow

mossy green biwa lake blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3XW1
Name: Migrate Wheeled Duffel 130L

Features: 900D heavy-duty TPU is easy to clean 
– hose it off when the trek is through Seamless
bottom bathtub construction prevents water from
entering the duffel if placed in a puddle Tote and
haul handles are connected using yoked webbing
system for maximum strength bearing Full-
access, wide-mouth opening #10 lockable main
zippers with reflective finger loop zipper pulls for
easy access when wearing gloves Pack straps
tuck away for protection if checked as luggage
Top, side, and end handles serve as tie-down
locations Front zippered pocket Folds flat for
compact storage Water repellent RPVB coating
was developed by harvesting windshield plastic
from landfills in Asia Treaded wheels keep the
heavy load rolling with minimal effort Country of
origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 900D Poly Twill
2nd material: 1680D Ballistic Poly Recycled PVB 
Capacity: 137 L
Dimensions: 41,5 x 84 x 33 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 2.46

-

CARGO HAULER DUFFEL 40L

jet black aizome blue rising sun

arctic seagreen

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XW
Name: Cargo Hauler Duffel 40L

Features: TPU fabric provides maximum 
abrasion and water resistance Zip-away 
backpack straps stow in front zip pocket, 
providing protection during baggage check in 
Secure lock through #10 lockable zippers and 
Central Lock Point Storm flap on main and end 
compartment shield zipper from rain Detachable 
interior mesh divider separates and provides 
organization Interior zip pocket in end 
compartment with weather resistant zipper 
Bottom is foam padded to protect contents 
against impact U-shaped top lid with reflective 
finger loop zipper pulls provide access to main 
compartment while wearing gloves Heavy duty 
daisy chain lash points for attaching bag to roof 
rack Compression straps compact contents 
and provide gear attachment Haul handles and 
backpack straps for versatile carry
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 1000D Helix™ Poly Twill
2nd material: TPU 600D Poly
Capacity: 42.5 L
Dimensions: 56 x 23 x 32 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.84

-
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CARGO HAULER DUFFEL 60L

jet black aizome blue rising sun

arctic seagreen

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XX
Name: Cargo Hauler Duffel 60L

Features: TPU fabric provides maximum 
abrasion and water resistance Zip-away 
backpack straps stow in front zip pocket, 
providing protection during baggage check in 
Secure lock through #10 lockable zippers and 
Central Lock Point Storm flap on main and end 
compartment shield zipper from rain Detachable 
interior mesh divider separates and provides 
organization Interior zip pocket in end 
compartment with weather resistant zipper 
Bottom is foam padded to protect contents 
against impact U-shaped top lid with reflective 
finger loop zipper pulls provide access to main 
compartment while wearing gloves Heavy duty 
daisy chain lash points for attaching bag to roof 
rack Compression straps compact contents 
and provide gear attachment Haul handles and 
backpack straps for versatile carry
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 1000D Helix™ Poly Twill
2nd material: TPU 600D Poly
Capacity: 63 L
Dimensions: 68 x 26 x 34 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.02

-

CARGO HAULER DUFFEL 90L

jet black aizome blue rising sun

arctic seagreen

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XY
Name: Cargo Hauler Duffel 90L

Features: TPU fabric provides maximum 
abrasion and water resistance Zip-away 
backpack straps stow in front zip pocket, 
providing protection during baggage check in 
Secure lock through #10 lockable zippers and 
Central Lock Point Storm flap on main and end 
compartment shield zipper from rain Detachable 
interior mesh divider separates and provides 
organization Interior zip pocket in end 
compartment with weather resistant zipper 
Bottom is foam padded to protect contents 
against impact U-shaped top lid with reflective 
finger loop zipper pulls provide access to main 
compartment while wearing gloves Heavy duty 
daisy chain lash points for attaching bag to roof 
rack Compression straps compact contents 
and provide gear attachment Haul handles and 
backpack straps for versatile carry
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 1000D Helix™ Poly Twill
2nd material: TPU 600D Poly
Capacity: 90 L
Dimensions: 73 x 32 x 37 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.19

-
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CARGO HAULER WHEELED DUFFEL 110L

jet black aizome blue rising sun

arctic seagreen

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XZ
Name: Cargo Hauler Wheeled Duffel 110L 

Features: TPU fabric provides maximum 
abrasion and water resistance Zip-away 
backpack straps stow in front zip pocket, 
providing protection during baggage check in 
Secure lock through #10 lockable zippers and 
Central Lock Point Storm flap on main 
compartment shield zipper from rain Bottom is 
foam padded to protect contents against impact 
Zippered top compartment for gear organization 
U-shaped top lid with reflective finger loop zipper
pulls provide access to main compartment while
wearing gloves Compression straps compact
contents and provide gear attachment Versatile 
carry includes backpack carry, top haul handle
and side grab handles Oversized treaded wheels
for easy rolling over dirt and grime Wheel housing
provides protection for wheels Country of origin:
Indonesia
Material: 1000D Helix™ Poly Twill
2nd material: TPU 600D Poly
Capacity: 108 L
Dimensions: 77 x 34 x 38 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.93

-

CARGO HAULER WHEELED DUFFEL 130L

jet black aizome blue rising sun

arctic seagreen

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Y1
Name: Cargo Hauler Wheeled Duffel 130L 

Features: TPU fabric provides maximum 
abrasion and water resistance Zip-away 
backpack straps stow in front zip pocket, 
providing protection during baggage check in 
Secure lock through #10 lockable zippers and 
Central Lock Point Storm flap on main 
compartment shield zipper from rain Bottom is 
foam padded to protect contents against impact 
Zippered top compartment for gear organization 
U-shaped top lid with reflective finger loop zipper
pulls provide access to main compartment while
wearing gloves Compression straps compact
contents and provide gear attachment Versatile 
carry includes backpack carry, top haul handle
and side grab handles Oversized treaded wheels
for easy rolling over dirt and grime Wheel housing
provides protection for wheels Country of origin:
Indonesia
Material: 1000D Helix™ Poly Twill
2nd material: TPU 600D Poly
Capacity: 129 L
Dimensions: 84 x 35 x 38 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 2.01

-
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CARGO HAULER WHEELED DUFFEL XT CO

aizome blue jet black rising sun

arctic seagreen

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5LQD
Name: Cargo Hauler Wheeled Duffel XT CO 

Features: Rugged grab handles, large off-road 
wheels and handy tuck-away backpack straps 
make it easy to carry three different ways 
Telescoping handle enhance ease of mobility 
when rolling the duffel U-shaped zippered 
opening with interior mesh pocket is protected 
by a storm flap shield for extra water resistance 
Internal compression straps keep your gear 
secure and in place Water repellent TPU 600D 
Poly provides maximum durability and gear 
protection when you can’t predict the weather 
Secure a travel lock through #10 lockable zippers 
and Central Lock Point to keep your gear 
protected Fill the roomy main compartment with 
Eagle Creek’s Pack-It™ System to stay 
organized and maximize space Heavy duty 
compression straps and 8 lash points give you 
the ability to strap gear to your duffel Reinforced 
with durable corner guards for extra damage 
protection against damage from drags and drops 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 1000D Helix™ Poly Twill
2nd material: TPU 600D Poly
Capacity: 36 L
Dimensions: 35 x 54.5 x 20 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 2.47

-

CARGO HAULER WHEELED DUFFEL XT 90L

aizome blue jet black rising sun

arctic seagreen

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5LQE
Name: Cargo Hauler Wheeled Duffel XT 90L 

Features: Rugged grab handles, large off-road 
wheels and handy tuck-away backpack straps 
make it easy to carry three different ways 
Telescoping handle enhance ease of mobility 
when rolling the duffel U-shaped zippered 
opening with interior mesh pocket is protected 
by a storm flap shield for extra water resistance 
Internal compression straps keep your gear 
secure and in place Water repellent TPU 600D 
Poly provides maximum durability and gear 
protection when you can’t predict the weather 
Secure a travel lock through #10 lockable zippers 
and Central Lock Point to keep your gear 
protected Fill the roomy main compartment with 
Eagle Creek’s Pack-It™ System to stay 
organized and maximize space Heavy duty 
compression straps and 8 lash points give you 
the ability to strap gear to your duffel Reinforced 
with durable corner guards for extra damage 
protection against damage from drags and drops 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 1000D Helix™ Poly Twill
2nd material: TPU 600D Poly
Capacity: 96 L
Dimensions: 38 x 73 x 34 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 3.77

-
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CARGO HAULER WHEELED DUFFEL XT 120L

jet black aizome blue rising sun

arctic seagreen

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5LQF
Name: Cargo Hauler Wheeled Duffel XT 120L 

Features: Rugged grab handles, large off-road 
wheels and handy tuck-away backpack straps 
make it easy to carry three different ways 
Telescoping handle enhance ease of mobility 
when rolling the duffel U-shaped zippered 
opening with interior mesh pocket is protected 
by a storm flap shield for extra water resistance 
Internal compression straps keep your gear 
secure and in place Water repellent TPU 600D 
Poly provides maximum durability and gear 
protection when you can’t predict the weather 
Secure a travel lock through #10 lockable zippers 
and Central Lock Point to keep your gear 
protected Fill the roomy main compartment with 
Eagle Creek’s Pack-It™ System to stay 
organized and maximize space Heavy duty 
compression straps and 8 lash points give you 
the ability to strap gear to your duffel Reinforced 
with durable corner guards for extra damage 
protection against damage from drags and drops 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 1000D Helix™ Poly Twill
2nd material: TPU 600D Poly
Capacity: 124 L
Dimensions: 41,5 x 80 x 36,5 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 4.29

-

EXPLORE BACKPACK 26L

midnight sun black kauai blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5LQ1
Name: Explore Backpack 26L

Features: Detachable hip pack can be worn solo 
when you only need a quick spot to stash snacks 
or keys 16" padded laptop compartment helps 
keep your laptop secure Back Slip Panel on back 
allows you to easily secure this pack on top of 
any dual-handled wheeled travel bag, which is 
really nice when your shoulders need a break 
Padded, pencil, zip and mesh pockets keep 
interior contents organized in every way possible 
Toggle attachments located inside the main 
compartment provide effortless options for Pack-
It e-tool organizer pieces Main body RENU™ 
fabric is made from recycled textiles and 
garments, keeping waste out of landfills and 
making use of unused resources to create a 
more circular supply chain Breathable Mono 
Mesh, ergonomically shaped padded shoulder 
straps and padded back panel provide an 
exceptionally comfortable fit Thread a travel lock 
through the #8 lockable zippers to help deter 
theft Adjustable sternum strap features 
innovative safety whistle for peace of mind 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: RENU™ Recycled Poly
Capacity: 26 L
Dimensions: 27 x 53 x 21 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.9

-
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EXPLORE TRANSIT BAG 23L

midnight sun black kauai blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5LQ2
Name: Explore Transit Bag 23L

Features: 15” padded laptop sleeve has PU 
coated zippers for additional weather protection 
Spacious main compartment with book style 
opening makes this bag easy to pack and 
organize with Pack-It travel cubes and sacs 
Internal compression straps securely compress 
clothes inside the main compartment, so whether 
you’re wearing this over your shoulder or as a 
pack, your stuff is packed down #8 lockable 
zippers so you can add extra security when 
needed to keep your belongings stay safe Back 
Slip Panel on back allows you to easily secure 
this pack on top of any dual-handled wheeled 
travel bag, which is really nice when your 
shoulders need a break Main body RENU™ 
fabric is made from recycled textiles and 
garments, keeping waste out of landfills and 
making use of unused resources to create a 
more circular supply chain Toggle attachments 
located inside main compartment provide 
effortless Pack-It e-tool organizational options 
Breathable Mono Mesh, ergonomically shaped 
padded shoulder straps and padded back panel 
provide an exceptionally comfortable fit External 
compression straps secure items like a jacket or 
umbrella to the outside Easy-grip zipper pulls 
improve quick access to main compartment 
Large front compartment with organization 
galore including zip pockets and a key clip
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: RENU™ Recycled Poly
Capacity: 23 L
Dimensions: 30 x 48 x 16 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.23

-
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EXPLORE TOTE PACK 26L

midnight sun black kauai blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5LQ3
Name: Explore Tote Pack 26L

Features: Ergonomically shaped, padded 
shoulder straps and padded back panel Padded 
15” laptop sleeve can be accessed through the 
exterior side zipper Converts from tote bag to 
backpack with the easy-breezy functionality of 
tuck away straps Roll it up or zip it closed, it’s up 
to you! (Travel Tip: when you need more 
capacity, zip it closed) Toggle attachments 
located inside main compartment provide 
effortless Pack-It e-tool organizational options 
Back Slip Panel on back so you can easily 
secure this tote pack on top of any dual-handled 
wheeled travel bag – which is really nice when 
your shoulders need a break Interior zip pocket, 
document slip pocket and toggle attachment 
points provide organizational options Side 
stretch small water bottle pocket Weather-
resistant fabric keeps your stuff dry when you get 
caught in a drizzle, roll it shut for maximum 
weather protection Easy-grip zipper pull 
improves quick access to main compartment 
Carry the Explore Tote Pack everyday with peace 
of mind that this bag is covered by the Eagle 
Creek Matter What™ Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: RENU™ Recycled Poly
Capacity: 27 L
Dimensions: 28 x 46 x 12 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.71

-

EXPLORE MINI MESSENGER BAG

midnight sun black kauai blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5LQ4
Name: Explore Mini Messenger Bag

Features: Tuck-away handlebar attachment 
allows you to clip the waist pack to the front of 
any bike Padded tablet sleeve, zip pockets, 
elastic pouches and a key fob will make you 
smile every time you look inside Main body 
RENU™ fabric is made from recycled textiles 
and garments, keeping waste out of landfills and 
making use of unused resources to create a 
more circular supply chain Plenty of room for 
souvenirs and snacks picked up along the way 
Bottom compression straps provide an extra 
carry option Durably built and covered by the 
Eagle Creek No Matter What™ Warranty Easy-
grip zipper pulls improve quick access to main 
compartment
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: RENU™ Recycled Poly
Capacity: 7 L
Dimensions: 30 x 21 x 11 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.4

-
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STASH NECK POUCH

aizome blue black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A4PDI
Name: Stash Neck Pouch

Features: Constructed with eco-friendly 
bluesign® materials and 100% recycled 200D 
Poly lining Hands-free versatile wear options, 
over and under clothing Comfortable wear with 
easy accessibility to daily essentials Lightweight 
with a slim profile and moisture-wicking back 
panel Pockets for organization of daily items 
Zippered security for out-and-about exploration 
Reflectivity on zipper pulls Zippered front 
pocket Dual adjust 58” webbing hip belt for 
maximum comfort Strap keepers prevent 
excess length of waist belt from hanging 
Moisture-wicking main body fabric and mesh 
back panel
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 300D Poly
2nd material: 200D Poly
Capacity: 1.3 L
Dimensions: 16 x 19 x 2 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.073

-

STASH WAIST BAG

aizome blue black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A4PDJ
Name: Stash Waist Bag

Features: Constructed with eco-friendly 
bluesign® materials and 100% recycled 200D 
Poly lining Hands-free versatile wear options, 
over and under clothing Comfortable wear with 
easy accessibility to daily essentials Lightweight 
with a slim profile and moisture-wicking back 
panel Pockets for organization of daily items 
Zippered security for out-and-about exploration 
Reflectivity on zipper pulls Zippered front 
pocket Dual adjust 58” webbing hip belt for 
maximum comfort Strap keepers prevent 
excess length of waist belt from hanging
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 300D Poly
2nd material: 200D Poly
Capacity: 1.5 L
Dimensions: 25 x 14 x 6 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.086

-
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STASH CROSS BODY BAG

aizome blue black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A4PDH
Name: Stash Cross Body Bag

Features: Constructed with eco-friendly 
bluesign® materials and 100% recycled 200D 
Poly lining Hands-free versatile wear options, 
over and under clothing Comfortable wear with 
easy accessibility to daily essentials Lightweight 
with a slim profile and moisture-wicking back 
panel Pockets for organization of daily items 
Zippered security for out-and-about exploration 
Reflectivity on zipper pulls Zippered front 
pocket Dual adjust 58” webbing hip belt for 
maximum comfort Strap keepers prevent 
excess length of waist belt from hanging 
Moisture-wicking main body fabric and mesh 
back panel
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 300D Poly
2nd material: 200D Poly
Capacity: 2 L
Dimensions: 29 x 14 x 3,5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.11

-

TOUR TRAVEL PACK 40L S/M

arctic seagreen black midnight sun

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5EJZ
Name: Tour Travel Pack 40L S/M

Features: Constructed with lightweight and 
durable 100% post-consumer recycled main 
body fabrics Small/Medium (S/M) backpack 
suspension system is ergonomically designed for 
a person with shorter torso length and narrower 
shoulders- See our Fit Guide to find your perfect 
fit Articulating padded shoulder straps with front-
facing mono mesh for breathability Hip belt and 
load lifter straps adjust to bring backpack close 
to your center of gravity, stabilizing the packs for 
longer treks Sternum straps offer further load 
stability and double as a safety whistle Bottom 
pocket stows an attached rainfly that doubles as 
a back-panel suspension cover if and when you 
choose to check your pack, providing protection 
to your suspension Dedicated 15” padded laptop 
compartment with side zipper for quick security 
checkpoint access Book style opening reveals 
roomy main compartment: one side has 
adjustable compression straps to secure your 
gear, while the opposite side has a full-panel 
zippered mesh pocket for easy visibility of your 
stuff Use interior toggles to attach Pack-It™ 
solutions inside your bag, we recommend 
checking out the Pack-It™ Reveal E-Organizer 
Panel Stretch mesh side pocket provides access 
to quick-grab essentials like a water bottle. 
Expansion zipper adds 5L of extra capacity when 
you need extra room. Large reflective pulls on 
the main compartment are easy to manipulate 
even when wearing gloves Two lockable zippered 
front panel pockets with key clip will help secure 
and separate belongings that require quick 
access Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled Poly Diamond Ripstop 
2nd material: 100% Recycled 600D Poly Oxford 
Capacity: 40 L
Dimensions: 52 x 34 x 22.5 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.22

-
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TOUR TRAVEL PACK 40L M/L

arctic seagreen black midnight sun

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5EK1
Name: Tour Travel Pack 40L M/L

Features: Book style opening reveals roomy 
compartment: One side has adjustable 
compression straps, the opposite side has a full-
panel zippered mesh pocket for easy visibility of 
all your stuff Dedicated 15” padded laptop 
compartment with side zipper for quick security 
checkpoint access Bottom pocket stows an 
attached rainfly that doubles as a back-panel 
suspension cover if and when you choose to 
check your pack, providing protection to your 
suspension Thread a travel lock through the self-
repairing and puncture-resistant #8 zippers to 
add security to your belongings when checking 
your bag or stashing it at a hotel or hostel 
Sternum straps offer further load stability and 
feature a safety whistle Constructed with 
lightweight and durable 100% post-consumer 
recycled main body fabrics Medium/Large (M/L) 
backpack suspension system is ergonomically 
designed for a person with longer torso length 
and wider shoulders- See our Fit Guide to find 
your perfect fit Hip belt and load lifter straps 
adjust to bring backpack close to your center of 
gravity, stabilizing the packs for longer treks Use 
interior toggles to attach Pack-It™ solutions 
inside your bag, we recommend checking out the 
Pack-It™ Reveal E-Organizer Panel Stretch 
mesh side pocket provides access to quick-grab 
essentials like a water bottle. Expansion zipper 
adds 5L of extra capacity when you need extra 
room. Large reflective pulls on the main 
compartment are easy to manipulate even when 
wearing gloves Two lockable zippered front panel 
pockets with key clip will help secure and 
separate belongings that require quick access 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled Poly Diamond Ripstop 
2nd material: 100% Recycled 600D Poly Oxford 
Capacity: 40 L
Dimensions: 52 x 34 x 22.5 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.27

-
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TOUR TRAVEL PACK 55L S/M

arctic seagreen black midnight sun

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5EK2
Name: Tour Travel Pack 55L S/M

Features: Book style opening reveals roomy 
compartment: One side has adjustable 
compression straps, the opposite side has a full-
panel zippered mesh pocket for easy visibility of 
all your stuff Dual Access points into main 
compartment via top load opening and full-length 
book style opening for full-access Top load 
opening secured with lockable zipper features 
zippered mesh pocket with key clip Padded 15” 
laptop sleeve in the main compartment Small/
Medium (S/M) backpack suspension system is 
ergonomically designed for a person with shorter 
torso length and narrower shoulders- See our Fit 
Guide to find your perfect fit Articulating padded 
shoulder straps with front-facing mono mesh for 
breathability Sternum straps offer further load 
stability and double as a safety whistle Thread a 
travel lock through the self-repairing and 
puncture-resistant #8 zippers to add security to 
your belongings when checking your bag or 
stashing it at a hotel or hostel Constructed with 
lightweight and durable 100% post-consumer 
recycled main body fabrics Use interior toggles 
to attach Pack-It™ solutions inside your bag, we 
recommend checking out the Pack-It™ Reveal 
E-Organizer Panel Stretch mesh side pocket
provides access to quick-grab essentials like a
water bottle, Expansion zipper adds 7L of extra 
capacity when you need extra room
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled Poly Diamond Ripstop 
2nd material: 100% Recycled 600D Poly Oxford
Capacity: 55 L
Dimensions: 66.5 x 35.5 x 25 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.81

-
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TOUR TRAVEL PACK 55L M/L

arctic seagreen black midnight sun

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5EK3
Name: Tour Travel Pack 55L M/L

Features: Book style opening reveals roomy 
compartment: One side has adjustable 
compression straps, the opposite side has a full-
panel zippered mesh pocket for easy visibility of 
all your stuff Dual Access points into main 
compartment via top load opening and full-length 
book style opening for full-access Top load 
opening secured with lockable zipper features 
zippered mesh pocket with key clip Padded 15” 
laptop sleeve in the main compartment Small/
Medium (S/M) backpack suspension system is 
ergonomically designed for a person with shorter 
torso length and narrower shoulders- See our Fit 
Guide to find your perfect fit Articulating padded 
shoulder straps with front-facing mono mesh for 
breathability Sternum straps offer further load 
stability and double as a safety whistle Thread a 
travel lock through the self-repairing and 
puncture-resistant #8 zippers to add security to 
your belongings when checking your bag or 
stashing it at a hotel or hostel Constructed with 
lightweight and durable 100% post-consumer 
recycled main body fabrics Use interior toggles 
to attach Pack-It™ solutions inside your bag, we 
recommend checking out the Pack-It™ Reveal 
E-Organizer Panel Stretch mesh side pocket
provides access to quick-grab essentials like a
water bottle, Expansion zipper adds 7L of extra 
capacity when you need extra room
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled Poly Diamond Ripstop 
2nd material: 100% Recycled 600D Poly Oxford
Capacity: 55 L
Dimensions: 66.5 x 35.5 x 25 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 1.88

-

ORV TRUNK 30

asphalt black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A34PA
Color no / Farbnummer: 199
Name: ORV Trunk 30
Colour: asphalt black
UPC: 190286626480
Features: Expandable seam-taped Wet/Dry 
Compartment Innovative Equipment Keeper 
holds gear to top of bag via Porter Key bottle 
opener Cargo Net for internal compression or 
outside gear attachment External lash points for 
securing gear and lashing to vehicle Multi-point 
grab handles for versatile carry Puncture-
resistant #10 lockable zippers and Central Lock 
Point Internal elasticized pockets for additional 
organization Over-sized treaded wheels, with 
heavy duty wheel housing, skid plate and 
bumper protection Reflective finger loop zipper 
pulls for easy access while wearing gloves 
Innovative Equipment Keeper or Coat Keeper 
secures gear to top of bag Key fob Porter Key 
bottle opener
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Bi-Tech Heather
2nd material: 1000D Helix Poly Twill
Capacity: 97 L
Dimensions: 42 x 77 x 38 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 4.49

-
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ORV TRUNK 36

asphalt black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A34PB
Color no / Farbnummer: 199
Name: ORV Trunk 36
Colour: asphalt black
UPC: 190286626275
Features: Expandable seam-taped Wet/Dry 
Compartment Innovative Equipment Keeper™ 
holds gear to top of bag via Porter Key™ bottle 
opener Cargo Net for internal compression or 
outside gear attachment External lash points for 
securing gear and lashing to vehicle Multi-point 
grab handles for versatile carry Puncture-
resistant #10 lockable zippers and Central Lock 
Point Internal elasticized pockets for additional 
organization Over-sized treaded wheels, with 
heavy duty wheel housing, skid plate and 
bumper protection Reflective finger loop zipper 
pulls for easy access while wearing gloves 
Innovative Equipment Keeper™ or Coat 
Keeper™ secures gear to top of bag Key fob 
Porter Key™ bottle opener
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Bi-Tech Heather
2nd material: 1000D Helix Poly Twill
Capacity: 128.5 L
Dimensions: 42 x 92 x 41 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 5.01

-

EXPANSE WHEELED DUFFEL 100L / 30"

stone grey black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3XUX
Name: Expanse Wheeled Duffel 100L / 30" 

Features: Book-style opening Exterior 
compression straps #10 lockable, self-repairing 
zippers Heavy-duty wheel housing and bumper 
protection Grab handles on top, side and bottom 
for easy grab-and-go Scuff resistant armor 
screen print for maximum abrasion resistance in 
high wear areas Treaded wheels for multi-terrain 
maneuverability Interior compression straps and 
pockets for organization Reflective accents for 
visibility and safety
Country of origin: Vietnam
Material: 420D Two-Tone Poly
2nd material: 300D Diamond Ripstop Poly 
Capacity: 100 L
Dimensions: 39,5 x 76 x 30,5 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 3.3

-
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EXPANSE CONVERTIBLE INTERNATIONAL CARRY-ON

stone grey black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3CWJ
Name: Expanse Convertible International Carry-On

Features: Bi-Tech Armor Lite for maximum abrasion 
resistance in high wear areas #10 lockable, self-
repairing zippers secure main compartments 
Central Lock Point with Secure Zip Toggles for 
pickpocket protection Heavy-duty wheel housing 
and bumper protection Treaded wheels for multi-
terrain maneuverability Zip-Away Convertible 
Suspension with breathable 3D Air Mesh backpack 
straps and ventilated back panel Secondary 
compartment separates gear from clothing Side 
compression straps for securing gear Fabric 
blocking hides scuffs and stains Interior 
compression straps and large interior zippered 
pocket Grab handles on top, side and bottom for 
easy grab-and-go Country of origin: Vietnam
Material: 420D Two-Tone Poly
2nd material: 300D Diamond Ripstop Poly 
Capacity: 30 L
Dimensions: 35 x 54 x 20 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 2.79

-

EXPANSE CONVERTIBLE 29

black stone grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3CWE
Name: Expanse Convertible 29

Features: Bi-Tech Armor Lite for maximum 
abrasion resistance in high wear areas #10 
lockable, self-repairing zippers secure main 
compartments Central Lock Point with Secure 
Zip Toggles for pickpocket protection Heavy-
duty wheel housing and bumper protection 
Treaded wheels for multi-terrain maneuverability 
Zip-Away Convertible Suspension with 
breathable 3D Air Mesh backpack straps and 
ventilated back panel Secondary compartment 
separates gear from clothing Padded hip belt, 
sternum strap and load stabilizer straps External 
lash points for gear attachment or securing bag 
to roof top Side compression straps for securing 
gear Zippered side water-bottle pocket Country 
of origin: Vietnam
Material: 420D Two-Tone Poly
2nd material: 300D Diamond Ripstop Poly 
Capacity: 78 L
Dimensions: 41 x 74 x 31 cm
Warranty: No Matter What Warranty
Weight in kg: 4.3

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL CUBE XS

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Z8
Name: Pack-It Reveal Cube XS

Features: Extra small packing cubes are perfect 
for organizing underwear, scarves, socks and 
small accessories inside any travel bag; say no to 
letting the little things get lost in your bag! Front 
mesh window makes it easy to see what’s inside 
Made with a durable 300D Poly fabric that is 
washable Top carry handle provides easy grab-
and-go Self-repairing #5 zippers featuring 
climbing rope inspired cord pullers All main body 
fabrics are 100% post-consumer recycled and 
@bluesign approved Angled zipper design adds 
a little bit of design flair to this organizer Country 
of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 1.7 L
Dimensions: 11 x 19 x 6 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.041

-

PACK-IT REVEAL CUBE S

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Z7
Name: Pack-It Reveal Cube S

Features: Large mesh window makes it easy to 
see what’s packed inside Use small cubes to 
organize your t-shirts, pjs, underwear, socks and 
accessories Innovative angled zipper design 
allows for different packing styles: Fold your 
clothes and stack them inside the cube, or roll 
them up to maximize packing space Reveal 
cubes offer some material structure for optimal 
packing access (particularly if you’re a folder 
and stacker) Made with a durable 300D Poly 
fabric that is washable Top carry handle for ease 
of access Self-repairing #5 zippers featuring 
climbing rope inspired cord pullers Covered by 
Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 7 L
Dimensions: 18 x 25.5 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.059

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL CUBE M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Z4
Name: Pack-It Reveal Cube M

Features: Angled zipper design accommodates 
different packing styles: Fold your clothes and 
stack them inside the cube or roll them up to 
maximize packing space Full front-panel large 
mesh window makes it easy to see what’s 
inside Medium-sized packing cubes are perfect 
for organizing kiddos, packing by activity-type, 
or simply keeping pants, shirts and shorts 
organized inside carry-on or large travel bag 
Packing cube structure optimizes capacity for 
maximum number of clothing items Made with a 
durable 300D Poly fabric that is washable Top 
carry handle for ease of access #5 Self-repairing 
zippers featuring climbing rope inspired cord 
pullers Covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime 
Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 14.5 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 36 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.091

-

PACK-IT REVEAL CUBE L

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Z3
Name: Pack-It Reveal Cube L

Features: Innovative angled zipper design 
accommodates different packing styles: Fold 
your clothes and stack them inside the cube, or 
roll them up to maximize packing space. It’s up 
to you! Full front-panel large mesh window 
makes it easy to see what’s inside Packing cube 
structure optimizes capacity for maximum 
number of clothing items Made with a durable 
300D Poly fabric that is washable and water 
repellent Use top carry handle for easy grab-
and-go #5 self-repairing zippers featuring 
climbing rope inspired cord pullers All main body 
fabrics are 100% post-consumer recycled and 
@bluesign approved Covered by Eagle Creek’s 
Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 25 L
Dimensions: 33 x 46 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.13

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL SLIM CUBE S

black sahara yellow mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48ZC
Name: Pack-It Reveal Slim Cube S

Features: Use these easy-view packing cubes 
for underwear, socks and accessories Maximum 
resilience with self-repairing #5 zippers and a 
durable 300D Poly fabric that is washable 
Climbing rope inspired zipper pulls Slim Cubes 
fit perfectly between the handle tubes inside 
most wheeled luggage, helping you maximize 
every square inch of your wheeled bag Top carry 
handle for ease of access All main body fabrics 
are 100% post-consumer recycled and 
@bluesign approved Covered by Eagle Creek’s 
Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 2.5 L
Dimensions: 12.5 x 25.5 x 4 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.045

-

PACK-IT REVEAL SLIM CUBE M

black sahara yellow mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Z1
Name: Pack-It Reveal Slim Cube M

Features: Slim Cubes fit between the handle 
tubes inside most wheeled luggage, maximizing 
every square inch of your wheeled luggage 
Made with a durable 300D Poly fabric that is 
washable Resilient #5 self-repairing zippers 
feature climbing rope-inspired cord pullers Use 
these packing cubes for underwear, socks and 
accessories Top carry handle for ease of access 
All main body fabrics are 100% post-consumer 
recycled and @bluesign approved Covered by 
Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 5.5 L
Dimensions: 12.5 x 36 x 4 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.059

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL EXPANSION CUBE S

black sahara yellow mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48ZB
Name: Pack-It Reveal Expansion Cube S 

Features: Cube expands from a 3-in depth to a 
6-in depth, providing 3.5 addition liters of
packing space Expansion zipper allows you to 
bring more home than what you left with Top
carry handle for ease of access Ultra-durable
self-repairing #5 zippers featuring climbing rope 
inspired cord pullers Great for bulky items like
layers, windbreaking gear and vests All main
body fabrics are 100% post-consumer recycled 
and @bluesign approved Made with a durable
300D Poly fabric that is washable
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 6.5 L
Dimensions: 18 x 25.5 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.091

-

PACK-IT REVEAL EXPANSION CUBE M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48ZA
Name: Pack-It Reveal Expansion Cube M 

Features: Cube expands from a 3-in depth to a 
6-in depth, providing 6 addition liters of packing
space Durable expansion zipper means you can 
bring home even more than what you left with
Top carry handle for easy grab-and-go Durable 
and resilient #5 self-repairing zippers sport
climbing rope-inspired pulls Great for bulky items
like heavier layers, winter jackets and vests All
main body fabrics are 100% post-consumer
recycled and @bluesign approved Made with a 
durable 300D Poly fabric that is washable
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 15 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 36 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.13

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL CLEAN/DIRTY CUBE S

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Z2
Name: Pack-It Reveal Clean/Dirty Cube S 

Features: This must-have packing cube contains 
an internal divider that creates two 
compartments allowing for the separation of 
clean and dirty items The floating divider inside 
allows for each compartment to have more or 
less packing capacity based on how you decide 
to pack; more dirty clothes on one side, means 
less room on the opposite side for clean 
Compartments are designed to lock in moisture 
and odors, keeping the rest of your stuff dry Top 
handle for easy carry #5 self-repairing zippers 
featuring climbing rope inspired cord pullers All 
main body fabrics are 100% post-consumer 
recycled and @bluesign approved Made with a 
durable 300D Poly fabric that is washable 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 8 L
Dimensions: 18 x 25 x 9.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.091

-

PACK-IT REVEAL CLEAN/DIRTY CUBE M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YG
Name: Pack-It Reveal Clean/Dirty Cube M 

Features: This must-have packing cube contains 
an internal divider that creates two 
compartments separating the clean from dirty or 
wet from dry The floating divider inside allows for 
each compartment to have more or less packing 
capacity based on how you decide to pack; more 
dirty clothes on one side, means less room on 
the opposite side for clean Made with a durable 
300D Poly fabric that is washable Each 
compartment was designed to lock in moisture 
and odors, while keeping the rest of your stuff 
dry Top carry handle for easy access Resilient 
self-repairing #5 zippers featuring climbing rope 
inspired cord pullers All main body fabrics are 
100% post-consumer recycled and @bluesign 
approved
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 15 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 36 x 11 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.13

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE CUBE XS

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XT
Name: Pack-It Isolate Cube XS

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
stink protection Constructed using a durable 
ultra-lightweight, washable and water-resistant 
ripstop poly Self-repairing zippers (because we 
all overpack our cubes at some point) Innovative 
angled zipper design conveniently 
accommodates any packing style: The angled 
opening allows you to easily fold and stack your 
clothes inside, or roll them up to maximize 
packing space Use extra small packing cubes to 
organize underwear, socks and accessories Top 
handle for easy carry and grab-and-go 
Translucent easy-to-see-through fabric for quick 
ID of what’s packed inside Guaranteed by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond 
Ripstop Poly
Capacity: 2 L
Dimensions: 11 x 19 x 6 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.018

-

PACK-IT ISOLATE CUBE S

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XS
Name: Pack-It Isolate Cube S

Features: Ultra-light, washable and water-
resistant Constructed using a durable ripstop 
poly with self-repairing zippers (because we all 
overpack at some point) Treated with PROTX2®, 
an anti-microbial agent formulated to combat 
harmful, odor-causing bacteria, for effective 
long-lasting stink protection Innovative angled 
zipper design conveniently accommodates any 
packing style: The angled opening allows you to 
easily fold and stack your clothes inside, or roll 
them up to maximize packing space Translucent 
easy-view fabric with top handle for an easy 
carry Easy-grab climbing rope-inspired cord 
pullers add a splash of outdoor aesthetic Pack 
underwear, t-shirts, pjs, socks and accessories in 
small packing cubes
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 7 L
Dimensions: 18 x 25.5 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.027

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE CUBE M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XP
Name: Pack-It Isolate Cube M

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
stink protection Innovative angled zipper design 
conveniently accommodates any packing style: 
The angled opening allows you to easily fold and 
stack your clothes inside, or roll them up to 
maximize packing space Constructed using a 
durable translucent ripstop poly with self-
repairing zippers (because we all overpack at 
some point) Ultra-light travel bags are machine 
washable and water-resistant Grab the top 
handle for easy access Easy-grab zipper pulls 
provide a fun outdoor aesthetic, inspired by 
climbing rope Use medium-size Cubes to pack 
pants, sweaters, shirts and shorts Medium-size 
travel cube is great for packing jeans, leggings, 
shirts, and outerwear
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond 
Ripstop Poly
Capacity: 13 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 36 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.036

-

PACK-IT ISOLATE SLIM CUBE M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YN
Name: Pack-It Isolate Slim Cube M

Features: Designed to fit perfectly between 
handle tubes inside any wheeled luggage 
Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-microbial agent 
formulated to combat harmful, odor-
causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting stink 
protection Constructed using a durable ultra-
lightweight, washable and water-resistant ripstop 
poly Self-repairing zippers and an innovative 
angled zipper design conveniently 
accommodates any packing style Angled 
opening allows you to easily fold and stack 
clothes inside, or roll them up to maximize space 
Use the medium Slim packing cube to organize 
ties, belts, flat irons and more Top handle for 
easy carry and grab-and-go Climbing rope-
inspired cord pullers provide both an easy grab 
and fun outdoor aesthetic Guaranteed by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 3.5 L
Dimensions: 12.5 x 36 x 4 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.027

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE COMPRESSION CUBE S

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48ZJ
Name: Pack-It Isolate Compression Cube S 

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
stink protection Durable compression zipper 
compacts clothing to fit more items in a small 
space Constructed using a translucent and 
durable ultra-lightweight ripstop poly fabric 
Machine washable and water-resistant Self-
repairing zippers (for when over-packing occurs) 
Top handle for easy carry to grab-and-go Use the 
medium compression packing cube to organize 
pants and shirts Climbing rope-inspired cord 
pullers provide an easy grab and fun outdoor 
aesthetic Guaranteed by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime 
Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 5.5 L
Dimensions: 18.5 x 26 x 2.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.054

-

PACK-IT ISOLATE COMPRESSION CUBE M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XN
Name: Pack-It Isolate Compression Cube M 

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
stink protection Durable compression zipper 
compacts clothing to fit more items in a small 
space Constructed using a durable ultra-
lightweight ripstop poly fabric Machine washable 
and water-resistant Self-repairing zippers (for 
when over-packing occurs) Top handle for easy 
carry to grab-and-go Use the medium 
compression packing cube to organize pants and 
shirts Climbing rope-inspired cord pullers 
provide an easy grab and fun outdoor aesthetic 
Guaranteed by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 9.5 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 36.5 x 2.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.073

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE CLEAN/DIRTY CUBE S

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XM
Name: Pack-It Isolate Clean/Dirty Cube S 

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
stink protection This must-have packing cube 
has an internal divider that creates two 
compartments to separate clean from dirty items, 
designed to lock in moisture and odors The 
floating divider inside allows for each 
compartment to have more or less packing 
capacity based on how you decide to pack; more 
dirty clothes on one side, means less room on 
the opposite side for clean Constructed using a 
durable ultra-lightweight ripstop poly fabric 
Machine washable and water-resistant Self-
repairing zippers featuring climbing rope inspired 
cord pullers Top handle for easy carry to grab-
and-go Translucent easy-to-see-through fabric 
provides quick ID of what’s inside Guaranteed by 
Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 7.5 L
Dimensions: 18 x 25 x 9.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.05

-

PACK-IT ISOLATE CLEAN/DIRTY CUBE M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Y6
Name: Pack-It Isolate Clean/Dirty Cube M 

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
stink protection This must-have packing cube 
contains an internal divider that creates two 
compartments allowing for the separation of 
clean and dirty items The floating divider inside 
allows for each compartment to have more or 
less packing capacity based on how you decide 
to pack; more dirty clothes on one side, means 
less room on the opposite side for clean 
Compartments are designed to lock in moisture 
and odors, keeping the rest of your stuff dry 
Constructed using a durable ultra-lightweight 
ripstop poly fabric Machine washable and water-
resistant Self-repairing zippers featuring climbing 
rope inspired cord pullers Use the medium cube 
to organize pants and shirts Translucent easy-to-
see-through fabric provides quick ID of what’s 
inside Guaranteed by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime 
Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 14.5 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 36 x 11 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.068

-
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PACK-IT GEAR  CUBE S

sahara yellow black mossy green

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YB
Name: Pack-It Gear Cube S

Features: Highly durable #8 PU coated water-
resistant zippered compartment Internal zipper 
mesh pocket keeps items separate External 
webbing loops feature snaps to attach into other 
bags Strong webbing handles for easy transport 
Climbing rope inspired cord pullers for an easy 
grip Small size great for small tools, 
pocketknives, first aid kits and everyday 
essentials 100% recycled, mega-durable 900D 
poly twill fabric that’s treated with a TPU 
laminate coating for maximum water repellency 
PVC -free for a safer product that you can feel 
good about using
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 100% Recycled 900D Poly Twill 
Capacity: 6.5 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 18 x 10 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.19

-

PACK-IT GEAR  CUBE M

black sahara yellow mossy green

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A528L
Name: Pack-It Gear Cube M

Features: Highly durable #8 PU coated water-
resistant zippered compartment Internal zipper 
mesh pocket keeps smaller items separate 
Massively durable 900D poly twill fabric is 100% 
recycled and treated with a TPU laminate coating 
for maximum water repellency External webbing 
loops designed with attachments to quickly snap 
into other bags Strong webbing handles for easy 
transport Climbing rope inspired cord pullers for 
an easy grip Medium size great for longer tools 
such as wrenches and flashlights PVC -free for a 
safer product that you can feel good about using 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 100% Recycled 900D Poly Twill 
Capacity: 11 L
Dimensions: 36 x 26 x 11 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.29

-
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PACK-IT GEAR  CUBE MEDIUM X3

sahara yellow black mossy green

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YC
Name: Pack-It Gear Cube Medium X3

Features: Highly durable #8 PU coated water-
resistant zippered compartment Internal zipper 
mesh pocket keeps smaller items separate 
Massively durable 900D poly twill fabric is 100% 
recycled and treated with a TPU laminate coating 
for maximum water repellency External webbing 
loops designed with attachments to quickly snap 
into other bags Strong webbing handles for easy 
transport PVC -free for a safer product that you 
can feel good about using Climbing rope inspired 
cord pullers for an easy grip Covered by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 100% Recycled 900D Poly Twill 
Capacity: 20 L
Dimensions: 36 x 25.5 x 21 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.39

-

PACK-IT REVEAL GARMENT FOLDER M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A496M
Name: Pack-It Reveal Garment Folder M 

Features: Designed with premium adjustable 
mesh wings for maximum compression of 
clothing Comes with a folding board featuring 
instructions on best folding techniques Made 
with a durable 300D Poly fabric that is 100% 
post-consumer recycled and @bluesign 
approved Garment folder is washable (do not 
wash the folding board) Use the garment folder 
when you want to keep wrinkles to a minimum 
Great for folding collared shirts, slacks, and small 
jackets or dresses Medium-size packing folder 
holds up to 7 items and fits in most carry-on 
sized bags Quick Tip! What used to be the 
“Small Folder” has been renamed as a “Medium 
Folder” to better align with the sizing of Eagle 
Creek Pack-It Cubes. This Medium Folder is now 
the same footprint of Medium Cube. (Check out 
the specs.)
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 36 x 26 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.27

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL GARMENT FOLDER L

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YS
Name: Pack-It Reveal Garment Folder L 

Features: Designed with premium adjustable 
mesh wings for maximum compression of 
clothing Comes with a folding board featuring 
instructions on best folding techniques Large 
packing folder holds up to 12 items and fits in 
most carry-on sized bags Durable 300D Poly 
fabric id 100% post-consumer recycled and 
@bluesign approved Garment folder is washable 
(do not wash the folding board) Use the garment 
folder when you want to keep wrinkles to a 
minimum Great for folding dress shirts and 
business slacks, jackets and dresses Quick Tip! 
What used to be the “Medium Folder” has been 
renamed as a “Large Folder” to better align with 
the sizing of Eagle Creek Pack-It Cubes. This 
Large Folder is now the same footprint of Large 
Cube. (Check out the specs.)
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 45 x 32 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.4

-

PACK-IT REVEAL GARMENT FOLDER XL

az blue/grey black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YR
Name: Pack-It Reveal Garment Folder XL 

Features: Designed with premium adjustable 
mesh wings for maximum compression of 
clothing Comes with a folding board featuring 
instructions on best folding techniques This 
garment folder is both washable and water 
repellent (do not wash the folding board) Use the 
garment folder when you want to keep wrinkles 
to a minimum Durable 300D Poly fabric is 100% 
post-consumer recycled and @bluesign 
approved Extra large packing folder holds up to 
15 items; recommended for larger-sized clothing 
or bulkier items like winter jackets Great for 
traveling with collared shirts, slacks, jackets and 
dresses Quick Tip! What used to be the “Large 
Folder” has been renamed to “Extra Large 
Folder” to better align with the sizing of Eagle 
Creek Pack-It Cubes. This Extra-Large Folder is 
bigger than any of our Pack-It Cubes. (Check out 
the specs.)
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 47 x 35.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.5

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL GARMENT SLEEVE

black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YT
Color no / Farbnummer: 010
Name: Pack-It Reveal Garment Sleeve
Colour: black
UPC: 194112526838
Features: A must-have for any carry-on bag, the 
Garment Sleeve is a great solution when you 
want to arrive with clothes already hung up, 
keeping wrinkles to a minimum Designed with 
padded folding zones to minimize wrinkles A 
built-in swivel-hook gives you hanging options 
when you arrive at your hotel or AirBnB The 
garment sleeve is washable Features a top carry 
handle for easy transport Use two hangers inside 
the sleeve to quickly hang your items as soon as 
you arrive This is a full-length packing solution 
for longer items like dresses or slacks; it easily 
packs longer clothing items, accommodating two 
plastic hangers, or even more wire hangers All 
main body fabrics are 100% post-consumer 
recycled and @bluesign approved Covered by 
Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 50 x 33 x 5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.39

-

PACK-IT ISOLATE STRUCTURED FOLDER M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48VZ
Name: Pack-It Isolate Structured Folder M 

Features: Includes a lightweight folding board 
(that’s why the holes are cut-out… to keep 
weight down) Use the folding board to fold your 
clothes for the optimal fit, then compress 
clothing down using the board to keep wrinkles 
to a minimum Strong compression zippers allow 
you to fit in that extra shirt without risk of your 
zippers breaking or fabric tearing Treated with 
PROTX2®, an anti-microbial agent formulated to 
combat harmful, odor-causing bacteria, for 
effective long-lasting stink protection 
Constructed using a durable ultra-lightweight 
ripstop poly fabric Washable and water-resistant 
Two-way self-repairing zippers feature climbing 
rope inspired cord pullers for easy open Use the 
medium Structured Folder to pack up fold and 
compress medium-sized shirts and slacks 
Translucent easy-to-see-through fabric provides 
quick ID of what’s inside Eagle Creek’s Lifetime 
Warranty guarantees your cube will outlast every 
adventure on your bucket list
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 8.5 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 36.5 x 2.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.19

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE STRUCTURED FOLDER L

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YP
Name: Pack-It Isolate Structured Folder L 

Features: Includes a lightweight folding board 
(that’s why the holes are cut-out… to keep 
weight down) Use the folding board to fold your 
clothes for the optimal fit, then compress 
clothing down using the board to keep wrinkles 
to a minimum Strong compression zippers allow 
you to fit in that extra shirt without risk of your 
zippers breaking or fabric tearing Treated with 
PROTX2®, an anti-microbial agent formulated to 
combat harmful, odor-causing bacteria, for 
effective long-lasting stink protection 
Constructed using a durable ultra-lightweight 
ripstop poly fabric Washable and water-resistant 
Two-way self-repairing zippers feature climbing 
rope inspired cord pullers for easy-grab Use the 
large Structured Folder to pack up fold and 
compress larger-sized shirts and slacks (Hint 
Translucent easy-to-see-through fabric provides 
quick ID of what’s inside Eagle Creek’s Lifetime 
Warranty guarantees your cube will outlast every 
adventure on your bucket list
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 16.5 L
Dimensions: 33 x 46.5 x 2.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.34

-

PACK-IT REVEAL SAC M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YV
Name: Pack-It Reveal Sac M

Features: #5 self-repairing zipper features 
climbing rope inspired cord pullers Breathable 
mesh which gives great visibility and provides 
quick-drying properties Features a triangle 
snap-hook for quick attachment to duffel, 
backpack or other gear Made with a durable 
300D Poly fabric that is washable Keep 
electronics and small accessories organized All 
main body fabrics are 100% post-consumer 
recycled and @bluesign approved Covered by 
Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 8 L
Dimensions: 36 x 25 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.054

-
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PACK-IT GEAR  POUCH S

sahara yellow black mossy green

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YF
Name: Pack-It Gear Pouch S

Features: Super durable #8 PU coated water-
resistant zipper secures items Triangle snap-
hook provides quick attachment Ultra-durable 
900D poly twill fabric is 100% recycled and 
treated with a TPU laminate coating for 
maximum water-resistance External webbing 
loops feature quick snaps to easily attach inside 
a travel bag Easy-to-grip climbing rope-inspired 
zipper pulls Use to pack small items like 
pocketknife, headlamp, flashlight, cables and 
electronics Keep wet items confined inside a 
Gear Pouch PVC -free for a safer product that 
you can feel good about using
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 100% Recycled 900D Poly Twill 
Capacity: 4 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 19.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.12

-

PACK-IT GEAR  POUCH M

sahara yellow black mossy green

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YE
Name: Pack-It Gear Pouch M

Features: Super durable #8 PU coated water-
resistant zipper secures items inside Gear Pouch 
Triangle snap-hook provides quick attachment 
Ultra-durable 900D poly twill fabric is 100% 
recycled and treated with a TPU laminate coating 
for maximum water-resistance External webbing 
loops feature quick snaps to easily attach inside 
a travel bag Easy-to-grip climbing rope-inspired 
zipper pulls Pack larger items like tools, camp 
stove and other gear Keep wet items confined 
inside a Gear Pouch PVC -free for a safer 
product that you can feel good about using 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 100% Recycled 900D Poly Twill 
Capacity: 7 L
Dimensions: 36 x 25 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.16

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL SHOE SAC

mossy green black az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YZ
Name: Pack-It Reveal Shoe Sac

Features: Durable, easy-view, mesh 
construction provides ventilation for just-worn 
shoes Fits one pair of shoes up to a men’s size 
US 13 / EU 46 Of course it’s washable – we 
wouldn’t design it any other way Top handle 
provides a quick grab carry option or use it to 
attach it to the outside of your luggage when you 
want more ventilation 
(just obviously stash it inside your bag if you’re 
checking it) Self-repairing #5 zipper features 
climbing rope inspired cord pullers All main body 
fabrics are 100% post-consumer recycled and 
@bluesign approved Covered by Eagle Creek’s 
Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 28 x 41 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.073

-

PACK-IT REVEAL MULTI-SHOE CUBE

black mossy green az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48ZI
Name: Pack-It Reveal Multi-Shoe Cube 

Features: Lots of capacity to accommodate 
multiple pairs of shoes, boots or sandals Internal 
dividers separate shoes or you can choose to 
fold them down when/if not needed Fits shoes 
up to men’s size US 13 / EU 46; you can fit more 
or less depending on shoe type and size 
Obviously washable because who wants a dirty 
shoe bag that stays dirty Top handle for easy 
carry #5 self-repairing zipper features climbing 
rope inspired cord pullers Main body fabric is 
100% post-consumer recycled and @bluesign 
approved
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: 13 L
Dimensions: 22 x 34 x 14 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.1

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE ROLL-TOP SHOE SAC

mossy green black az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YM
Name: Pack-It Isolate Roll-Top Shoe Sac 

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
stink protection Fits one pair of shoes up to a 
men’s size US 13 / EU 46 Roll-top style buckle 
closure secures bag shut while containing odors 
Translucent easy-to-see-through fabric provides 
quick ID of what’s inside Constructed using a 
durable ultra-lightweight ripstop poly fabric 
Washable (for obvious reasons) and water-
resistant Top webbing handle provides a quick 
grab carry option
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 36 x 50 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.036

-

PACK-IT ISOLATE SHOE SAC

mossy green black az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XU
Name: Pack-It Isolate Shoe Sac

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
stink protection Fits one pair of shoes up to a 
men’s size US 13 / EU 46 Designed to contain 
shoes and odor from the rest of your luggage 
Washable (for obvious reasons) and water-
resistant Constructed using a durable ultra-
lightweight ripstop poly fabric Top handle 
provides a quick grab carry option Self-repairing 
zipper features climbing rope inspired cord 
pullers Translucent easy-to-see-through fabric 
provides quick ID of what’s inside
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond 
Ripstop Poly
Capacity: 13 L
Dimensions: 28 x 41 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.027

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL QUICK TRIP

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Z9
Name: Pack-It Reveal Quick Trip

Features: Small toiletry bag with two 
compartments to keep your toothbrush from 
spooning with your deodorant Full-length 
zippered opening keeps all items in view Side 
zippered mesh pocket keeps small items easy 
to find Washable (which is great because 
toiletries sometimes spill) Water-resistant to 
protect your stuff if its accidentally set on a wet 
counter Durable 300D Poly fabric that’s 100% 
post-consumer recycled and @bluesign 
approved Side grab handles for easy carry 
Covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: 6 L
Dimensions: 25 x 10 x 14 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.091

-

PACK-IT REVEAL HANGING TOILETRY KIT

black sahara yellow mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48ZD
Name: Pack-It Reveal Hanging Toiletry Kit 

Features: Designed to transform as you need it; 
it lays flat or hangs depending on your preferred 
use Tons of elastic and zippered pockets keep 
your loose items secured and you ultra-
organized Washable and water resistant 
(because toiletries do spill and counters can get 
sloppy) Durable hanging hook and top grab 
handle for easy carry #5 self-repairing zippers 
with climbing rope inspired pullers Durable 300D 
Poly fabric that is 100% post-consumer recycled 
and @bluesign approved Covered by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: 7 L
Dimensions: 25 x 20 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.18

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL TRIFOLD TOILETRY KIT

black sahara yellow mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48ZE
Name: Pack-It Reveal Trifold Toiletry Kit 

Features: Three large compartments to jam-
pack full of all your toiletry goodness Toiletry kit 
can lay flat or hang using durable hook for 
convenient access Interior padding helps protect 
your stuff and adds additional structure Internal 
elastic and zip pockets keep loose items secured 
you organized for days (and weeks) Washable 
(which is great because toiletries sometimes spill) 
and water-resistant to protect your stuff if set on 
a wet counter Self-repairing #5 zippers with 
easy-grab climbing rope-inspired zipper pulls 
Main body fabric is a 300D Poly that is both 
100% post-consumer recycled and @bluesign 
approved
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: 9.5 L
Dimensions: 25 x 20 x 14 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.25

-

PACK-IT ISOLATE QUICK TRIP XS

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A528K
Name: Pack-It Isolate Quick Trip XS

Features: Toiletry bag offers full-length zippered 
compartment for full visibility of contents Treated 
with PROTX2®, an anti-microbial agent 
formulated to combat harmful, odor-
causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
protection Translucent easy-to-see-through 
ripstop fabric provides quick ID of what’s inside 
Side zippered pockets keep smaller items easier-
to-find Washable (which is great because 
toiletries sometimes spill) Covered by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty Water repellent to 
protect your stuff when it’s set on a wet counter 
Resilient self-repairing zipper with climbing rope 
inspired pullers
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond 
Ripstop Poly
Capacity: 1.8 L
Dimensions: 20 x 10 x 6 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.041

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE QUICK TRIP S

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48Y7
Name: Pack-It Isolate Quick Trip S

Features: Toiletry bag offers full-length zippered 
compartment for full visibility of contents Treated 
with PROTX2®, an anti-microbial agent 
formulated to combat harmful, odor-
causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
protection Translucent easy-to-see-through 
ripstop fabric provides quick ID of what’s inside 
Side zippered pockets keep smaller items easier-
to-find Washable (which is great because 
toiletries sometimes spill) Covered by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty Water repellent to 
protect your stuff when it’s set on a wet counter 
Resilient self-repairing zipper with climbing rope 
inspired pullers
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond 
Ripstop Poly
Capacity: 6 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 13 x 8 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.054

-

PACK-IT GEAR  QUICK TRIP

sahara yellow black mossy green

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A4AEY
Name: Pack-It Gear Quick Trip

Features: Super durable #8 PU coated water-
resistant zipper secures items inside toiletry bag 
Lay flat large-access opening allows for full 
visibility of contents Ultra-durable 900D poly twill 
fabric is 100% recycled and treated with a TPU 
laminate coating for maximum water-resistance 
Internal zipper mesh pocket keeps small items 
organized and separated Sturdy webbing handle 
for easy transport Easy-to-grip climbing rope-
inspired zipper pulls Covered by Eagle Creek’s 
Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 100% Recycled 900D Poly Twill 
Capacity: 4 L
Dimensions: 25 x 11 x 11 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.19

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL ORG CONVERTIBLE PACK

az blue/grey black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A528I
Name: Pack-It Reveal Org Convertible Pack 

Features: This organizer converts into backpack 
for easy transportability Padded pockets and 
easy-view stretch pockets for electronics and 
other travel essentials Backpack features 
breathable mesh straps and a padded back 
panel for comfort External stretch pockets hold a 
water bottle or light layer when in backpack 
configuration Zippered pocket with key FOB to 
keep your smallest accessories organized 
Attachment loops allow this panel to easily 
integrate into other bags Main body fabric is 
100% post-consumer recycled and @bluesign 
approved #5 self-repairing zippers with easy-
grab climbing rope zipper pulls Covered by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: 13.5 L
Dimensions: 26 x 43 x 8 cm / (26 x 20.5 x 2.5) 
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.25

-

PACK-IT REVEAL TABLET/LAPTOP SLEEVE M

az blue/grey black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A528E
Name: Pack-It Reveal Tablet/Laptop Sleeve M 

Features: Securely store your tablet or (up to 
12”) laptop Fleece-lined sleeve interior 
safeguards your device External mesh zip pocket 
stretches to organize and secure small cords, 
AirPods, adapters and accessories Attachment 
loops allow this sleeve to easily integrate into 
some Eagle Creek bags Main body fabric is 
100% post-consumer recycled and @bluesign 
approved Covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime 
Warranty Self-repairing #5 zippers feature easy 
grab climbing rope pulls
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 23.5 x 31 x 2.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.15

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL TABLET/LAPTOP SLEEVE L

az blue/grey black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A528F
Name: Pack-It Reveal Tablet/Laptop Sleeve L 

Features: Securely store your laptop in this 
fleece-lined sleeve External mesh zip pocket 
stretches to organize and secure thin cords, 
adapters, headphones, plugs and other 
accessories Attachment loops allow this sleeve 
to easily integrate into some Eagle Creek bags 
Main body fabric is 100% post-consumer 
recycled and @bluesign approved Covered by 
Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty #5 self-repairing 
zippers feature easy-open climbing rope pulls 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 26 x 37 x 2.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.18

-

PACK-IT REVEAL E-TOOLS ORGANIZER MINI

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5285
Name: Pack-It Reveal E-Tools Organizer Mini 

Features: Padded back panel with stretch 
pockets designed to help protect and organize 
electronics and essentials Organizer zips shut to 
secure all your essentials #5 self-repairing 
zippers feature easy grab climbing rope pulls 
Attachment loops integrate with other bags Main 
body fabric is 100% post-consumer recycled 
and bluesign® certified Covered by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 11.5 x 19 x 2.5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.064

-
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PACK-IT REVEAL E-TOOLS ORGANIZER PRO

az blue/grey black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5286
Name: Pack-It Reveal E-Tools Organizer Pro 

Features: Padded back panel with padded and 
stretch pockets designed to help protect and 
organize electronics and essentials Features a 
zippered mesh pocket with key FOB to keep 
small accessories organized Organizer zips shut 
to secure all your essentials #5 self-repairing 
zippers feature easy grab climbing rope pulls 
Attachment loops integrate with other bags Main 
body fabric is 100% post-consumer recycled 
and @bluesign approved Covered by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 29 x 21 x 5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.17

-

PACK-IT GEAR  PROTECT IT CUBE S

sahara yellow black mossy green

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A528M
Name: Pack-It Gear Protect It Cube S

Features: Ultra-durable #8 PU coated water-
resistant main zippered compartment Cube is 
lined with padded protection and features two 
internal padded and removable dividers Internal 
zipper mesh pocket keeps small items organized 
Webbing loops designed with attachments to 
quickly snap into other bags Sturdy webbing 
handles for easy transport Easy-to-grip climbing 
rope-inspired zipper pulls Great for camera 
equipment, binoculars and electronics PVC -free 
for a safer product that you can feel good about 
using Covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime 
Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 100% Recycled 900D Poly Twill 
Capacity: 6.5 L
Dimensions: 25.5 x 18 x 13 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.29

-
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PACK-IT GEAR  PROTECT IT CUBE M

sahara yellow black mossy green

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5283
Name: Pack-It Gear Protect It Cube M 

Features: Ultra-durable #8 PU coated water-
resistant main zippered compartment Cube is 
lined with padded protection and features two 
internal padded and removable dividers Internal 
zipper mesh pocket keeps small items organized 
Webbing loops designed with attachments to 
quickly snap into other bags Sturdy webbing 
handles for easy transport Easy-to-grip climbing 
rope-inspired zipper pulls Great for camera 
equipment, binoculars and electronics Covered 
by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty PVC -free for 
a safer product that you can feel good about 
using
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: TPU 100% Recycled 900D Poly Twill 
Capacity: 12 L
Dimensions: 36 x 26 x 13 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.46

-

PACK-IT REVEAL LAUNDRY SAC

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YU
Name: Pack-It Reveal Laundry Sac

Features: Designed to pack into itself, the Pack-
It Reveal Laundry Sac zips into a small zippered 
pouch Tote handles for an easy carry, or loop the 
tote handle on a door handle for easy access 
Structured zippered opening allows this laundry 
bag to stay open independently for quick access. 
Breathable mesh construction provides 
ventilation Washable, quick-dry fabric All main 
body fabrics are 100% post-consumer recycled 
and @bluesign approved Covered by Eagle 
Creek’s Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: 48 L
Dimensions: 36 x 52 x 16 cm / (16 x 17.5 x 4 
cm)
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.19

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE LAUNDRY SAC

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48XV
Name: Pack-It Isolate Laundry Sac

Features: Treated with PROTX2®, an anti-
microbial agent formulated to combat harmful, 
odor-causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting 
protection Ultra-lightweight laundry solution for 
travelers Designed to pack down into its own 
front zippered pocket Front zipper pocket is a 
great spot to stash keys, change, credit card or 
hotel key card Drawstring cinch closure securely 
locks odors in while dually providing an easy 
over-the-shoulder carry option if and when you 
head to the local laundromat Washable and 
water-resistant translucent ripstop fabric 
Covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: 33 L
Dimensions: 45 x 64 cm / (18 x 16)
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.086

-

PACK-IT REVEAL CUBE SET XS/S/M

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A496E
Name: Pack-It Reveal Cube Set XS/S/M 

Features: The Pack-It Reveal Cube Set XS/S/M 
includes One Pack-It Reveal Cubes XS, for small 
accessories One Pack-It Reveal Cubes S, for t-
shirts, underwear, pjs and socks One Pack-It 
Reveal Cubes M, for jeans and sweaters The 
Pack-It Reveal Cube Set was designed to keep 
you optimally organized with packing cubes of 
every size, with easy visibility to what’s inside. 
Reveal cubes offer some material structure for 
optimal packing access (particularly if you’re a 
folder and stacker) Large mesh window makes it 
easy to see what’s packed inside Made with a 
durable 300D Poly fabric that is washable Top 
carry handle for ease of access Self-repairing #5 
zippers featuring climbing rope inspired cord 
pullers All main body fabrics are 100% post-
consumer recycled and @bluesign approved 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 100% Recycled 300D Embossed Poly 
Micro-Weave
2nd material: 100% Recycled Double-Diamond 
Poly Mesh
Capacity: L
Dimensions: M: 25.5x36x8 cm / S: 18x25.5x8 
cm / XS: 11x19x6 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.19

-

sahara yellow black mossy green
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PACK-IT ISOLATE COMPRESSION CUBE SET S/M

black sahara yellow mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A496N
Name: Pack-It Isolate Compression Cube Set S/M

Features: The Pack-It Isolate Compression Cube Set 
S/M includes One Pack-It Isolate Compression Cube 
S, great for undergarments, t-shirts and smaller 
clothing One Pack-It Isolate Compression Cube M, 
great for jeans, leggings and outwear Great for any 
traveler who loves saving space in their luggage. 
Offered in two sizes, this set of Compression Cubes 
promises not only space-savings, but they also have 
an antimicrobial treatment to combat odor. Treated 
with PROTX2®, an anti-microbial agent formulated to 
combat harmful, odor-
causing bacteria, for effective long-lasting stink 
protection Durable compression zipper compacts 
clothing to fit more items in a small space 
Constructed using a translucent and durable ultra-
lightweight ripstop poly fabric Self-repairing zippers 
(for when over-packing occurs) Top handle for easy 
carry to grab-and-go Use the medium compression 
packing cube to organize pants and shirts 
Translucent easy-to-see-through fabric provides 
quick ID of what’s inside Country of origin: 
Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: L
Dimensions: M: 25.5x36.5x2.5 cm / S: 18.5x26x2.5 
cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.13

-

PACK-IT ISOLATE CUBE SET XS/S/M

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A496D
Name: Pack-It Isolate Cube Set XS/S/M 

Features: The Pack-It Isolate Cube Set XS/S/M 
includes One Pack-It Isolate Cube XS, great for 
socks and small accessories One Pack-It Isolate 
Cube S, great for t-shirts, pajamas and 
underwear One Pack-It Isolate Cube M, great for 
leggings, jeans and bulkier items This set offers a 
best-selling combo Treated with PROTX2®, an 
anti-microbial agent formulated to combat 
harmful, odor-causing bacteria, for effective 
long-lasting stink protection Constructed using a 
durable ultra-lightweight, washable and water-
resistant ripstop poly Innovative angled zipper 
design conveniently accommodates any packing 
style Top handle for easy carry and grab-and-go 
Translucent easy-to-see-through fabric for quick 
ID of what’s packed inside Climbing rope-
inspired cord pullers provide both an easy grab 
and fun outdoor aesthetic
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond Ripstop 
Poly
Capacity: L
Dimensions: M: 25.5x36x8 cm / S: 18x25.5x8 
cm / XS: 11x19x6 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.082

-
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PACK-IT ISOLATE SAC SET S/M/L

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A48YL
Name: Pack-It Isolate Sac Set S/M/L

Features: The Pack-It Isolate Sac Set S/M/L 
includes One Pack-It Isolate Sac S, use to keep 
your electronic accessories together One Pack-It 
Isolate Sac M, great for organizing your in-flight 
snacks, eye mask and more One Pack-It Isolate 
Sac L, great for magazines, hairdryers, flat irons 
and shoes The Pack-It Isolate Sac Set is 
essential for travel organization. Keep 
accessories together and easy to find in your 
luggage and carry-on personal item. This 
antimicrobial sac set offers Pack-It Sacs in three 
sizes for all your organizational needs. These 
items are only available as a set, but let’s face 
it… you wouldn’t want any less! Treated with 
PROTX2®, an anti-microbial agent formulated to 
combat harmful, odor-causing bacteria, for 
effective long-lasting stink protection 
Constructed using a durable ultra-lightweight 
ripstop poly fabric Self-repairing zipper features 
climbing rope inspired cord pullers Translucent 
easy-to-see-through fabric provides quick ID of 
what’s inside Covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime 
Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Antimicrobial 50D HT Diamond 
Ripstop Poly
Capacity: 1.3 L
Dimensions: 20 x 15.5 cm (S), 25.5 x 20.5 cm 
(M), 36 x 25.5 cm (L)
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.064

-

PACK-IT STARTER SET

az blue/grey az blue/grey az blue/grey

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A496F
Name: Pack-It Starter Set

Features: The Pack-It Starter Set includes One 
Pack-It Reveal Folder L, use to minimize wrinkles 
when packing up to 12 nicer items like dress 
shirts, business slacks, jackets and dresses One 
Pack-It Isolate Cube M, great for packing jeans, 
leggings, shirts, and outerwear One Pack-It 
Isolate Cube S, use to pack underwear, night 
clothes, and undergarments The best-selling 
Pack-It Starter Set is not one to pass up. Carry-
on bag ready, pick up this set of three organizers 
to keep your travel bag looking on point at every 
stop on your itinerary. Covered by Eagle Creek’s 
Lifetime Warranty Washable and water-resistant 
(hand wash the folding board)
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Reveal: 100% Recycled 300D 
Embossed Poly Micro-Weave
2nd material: Reveal: 100% Recycled Double-
Diamond Poly Mesh
Capacity: L
Dimensions: R. Folder: 45 x 32 cm / I. Cube M: 
25.5x36x8 cm / I. Cube S: 18x25.5x8 cm 
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.46

-
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PACK-IT ESSENTIALS SET

sahara yellow black mossy green

az blue/grey

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A5291
Name: Pack-It Essentials Set

Features: The Pack-It Essentials Set includes 
One Pack-It Isolate Shoe Sac, great for a pair of 
shoes (up to men’s size US 13 / EU 46) One 
Pack-It Reveal Clean/Dirty Cube M, great for 
separating clean from dirty clothes One Pack-It 
Isolate Compression Cube S, great for pants, t-
shirts, and underwear This packing set is a great 
starter set for any globetrotter looking to 
perfectly pack up their carry-on. It’s got an 
organizer for dirty shoes, medium-sized cube for 
clean/dirty items, and a small compressor to 
maximize your packing space. Ultra-resilient 
self-repairing zippers (because over-packing 
happens) that feature climbing rope pulls for 
easy-grip access Top handles provide a quick 
grab carry option Covered by Eagle Creek’s 
Lifetime Warranty
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Reveal: 100% Recycled 300D 
Embossed Poly Micro-Weave
2nd material: Isolate: Antimicrobial 50D HT 
Diamond Ripstop Poly
Capacity: L
Dimensions: I. Show Sac (A48XU) 28x41 cm / I. 
Comp Cube S (A48ZJ): 18.5x26x2.5 cm/ R. C/D 
M: 25.5x36x11 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.21

-

-

-

PACK-IT COMPRESSION SAC SET S/M/L

multi s/f/b clear s/f/b

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC040388

Name: Pack-It Compression Sac Set S/M/L 

Features: Nylon yarns reinforce against tears 
Reduces volume up to 80% One-way pressure 
valve Zip closure at top
Country of origin: Japan
Material: Polyethelene (nylon reinforced) 
Capacity: 2.5 L
Dimensions: 29 x 37 cm (small), 39 x 62 cm 
(medium), 44 x 72 cm (large)
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.56

PACK-IT COMPRESSION SAC SET M/L

clear f/b multi s/f/b

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC040119

Name: Pack-It Compression Sac Set M/L 

Features: Nylon yarns reinforce against tears 
Reduces volume up to 80% One-way pressure 
valve Zip closure at top
Country of origin: Japan
Material: Polyethelene (nylon reinforced) 
Capacity: 6 L
Dimensions: 39 x 62 cm (medium), 44 x 72 cm 
(large)
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.56
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-

MEMORY FOAM NECK PILLOW

night blue ebony

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A3F6N

Name: Memory Foam Neck Pillow

Features: Soft memory foam provides custom 
support Ergonomic shape for comfort Quick 
snap strap hold pillow in place around neck 
and easily attaches to any travel bag Soft, 
luxurious fleece Removable washable cover
Country of origin: Vietnam
Material: Poly Micro Fleece
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 29 x 28,5 x 13 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.54

-

EXHALE NECK PILLOW

ebony blue sea

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041328

Name: Exhale Neck Pillow

Features: Removeable washable ultra-soft fleece 
cover, with cool polyester underside Valve allows 
for easy inflation and custom support Inflates 
and deflates in seconds Lightweight pillow packs 
down super small into stuff sac Front clip 
secures pillow in position around your neck, and 
provides quick attachment to luggage when on 
the go Removable cover is hand washable 
Country of origin: Taiwan
Material: Poly Microfleece
2nd material: 75 D Poly
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 33 x 30,5 x 11 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.075

-
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SILK UNDERCOVER™ MONEY BELT

rose black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041123

Name: Silk Undercover™ Money Belt

Features: Breathable and washable natural silk 
Two zippered pockets for organization of 
Passport and currency Sweat-resistant coated 
satin lining Back slip pocket Soft adjustable neck 
strap with strap keeper
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Silk
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 29 x 13,5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.057

-

SILK UNDERCOVER™ NECK WALLET

rose black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041122

Name: Silk Undercover™ Neck Wallet

Features: Breathable and washable natural silk 
Two zippered pockets for organization of 
Passport and currency Sweat-resistant coated 
satin lining Back slip pocket Soft adjustable neck 
strap with strap keeper
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Silk
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 14,5 x 19 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.028

-

SILK UNDERCOVER™ BRA STASH

rose black

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041124

Name: Silk Undercover™ Bra Stash

Features: Breathable and washable natural silk 
Small pocket for stashing money and credit 
cards Snap closure allows attachment onto 
center or side of bra for close-to-body security 
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: Silk
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 7 x 10 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.014

-
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UNDERCOVER™ MONEY BELT DLX

khaki mocha

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041126

Name: Undercover™ Money Belt Dlx

Features: Two zippered pockets for organization 
of Passport and currency and itineraries Durable 
and lightweight nylon ripstop Moisture-wicking 
and breathable mesh back panel Slip pocket on 
back for waist strap storage Soft adjustable 
elastic waistband with strap keeper
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 70D Nylon Ripstop
2nd material: Wicking Knit Tricot Backing 
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 29 x 13 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.057

-

UNDERCOVER™ MONEY BELT

khaki mocha

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041125

Name: Undercover™ Money Belt

Features: Zippered pocket for organization of 
Passport and currency Durable and lightweight 
nylon ripstop Moisture-wicking and breathable 
mesh back panel Slip pocket on back for waist 
strap storage Soft adjustable elastic waistband 
with strap keeper
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 70D Nylon Ripstop
2nd material: Wicking Knit Tricot Backing 
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 23 x 12 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.028

-

UNDERCOVER™ NECK WALLET DLX

khaki mocha

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041128

Name: Undercover™ Neck Wallet Dlx

Features: Two zippered pockets for organization 
of Passport, currency and larger items Durable 
and lightweight nylon ripstop Moisture-wicking 
and breathable mesh back panel Soft adjustable 
neck strap with strap keeper
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 70D Nylon Ripstop
2nd material: Wicking Knit Tricot Backing 
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 14 x 20 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.028

-
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UNDERCOVER™ HIDDEN POCKET

khaki mocha

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041129

Name: Undercover™ Hidden Pocket

Features: Slips onto your belt and tucks into the 
waistband of your pants Belt loops in black and 
coffee to blend with belt color Main pocket with 
two mesh pockets for organization of Passport 
and currency Durable and lightweight nylon 
ripstop Moisture-wicking and breathable mesh 
back panel
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 70D Nylon Ripstop
2nd material: Wicking Knit Tricot Backing 
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 17 x 11 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.028

-

3-DIAL TSA LOCK® & CABLE

flame orange graphite

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041028

Name: 3-Dial Tsa Lock® & Cable

Features: 2 - in - 1 combination TSA lock and 
cable set Travel Sentry Certified 3 dial 
combination
Country of origin: China
Material: Die Cast Zinc Body
2nd material: Steel Shackle
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 6,5 x 3 cm (lock) - 128 cm (cable) 
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.099

-

TRAVEL SAFE TSA LOCK®

flame orange graphite brilliant blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC041018  
Name: Travel Safe Tsa Lock® 

Features: Travel Sentry Certified 3 dial 
combination
Country of origin: China
Material: Zinc Alloy
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 6,5 x 3 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.063

-

REFLECTIVE LUGGAGE TAG

flame orange black brilliant blue

Item no / Artikelnummer: EC0A34OW

Name: Reflective Luggage Tag

Features: Business card ID slip pocket with 
mesh window Buckle closure attaches tag to 
any travel luggage
Country of origin: Indonesia
Material: 200D Poly Helix™ Dobby
Capacity: L
Dimensions: 7 x 14,5 cm
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty
Weight in kg: 0.027

-






